Ostrowski

Award

for 1992

The Ostrowski Awarcl for 1992 was given to Jean Bourgain for his contributions

to va'r-

ic>rrsareas of mathematical analysis: harmonic analysis, ergodic theory, complex analysis,
ärrrctionai analysis and classical convexity theory.
In all these areas J. Bourgain solved dozens of central long stancling open problerns and
pow€rful research tools and directions. In his work he uncovered nnurer<lus
11s1ry
<lr.r,elopec1
rrerv alcl s1r'prising corrnections between these various subjects. As a result of Botrrga,in's
irclieycrnents several large dornains in these areas of analysis changed completely anci
lirncleclon a much higher plateau than before.
Apolg

the specific results of Bourgain the following four were singled out.

1. A breaktlrrough in ergorlic theory wa,s Bourgain's results on subsequences. Let
T 6e zr lrleaslre preserving transformation

on a probability

space fl.

Then for. errerv

I € I1,(O),I I'P, the seqrrence
N
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n=l

cc)ll\rergesalmost everywhere as -ly'--+ oo. This result, solving problems of Erdös, Fürstenilerg
lpcl others was provecl by using tools from harmonic analysis, analytical number theory
arrcl of course ergodic theory.
The proof r,vorksin a more general situation where the seqr.rencen2 in the definition of
p(n) where p is a general polynomial with integer coefficients or the
".g.
rr'th primr: nlmber. Also the result generalizes to a setting where ? is replaced by a finitr:
by
.{.r, is replzr,cecl

falrily of conrnuting transformations. Bourgain's main paper on this result is: "Pointu'ise
crq<rclictheorems for arithmetic sets", Pub. Math. I.H.E.S.69 (1989) 5-45'
2. Let G be a compa,ct commutative abelian group (e.g. the circle). Let f be the
t:lrirlacter grolp of G andlet oo > p>

2. A subset A of f is called a Ä(p) set if there exists

a t'onstant C so that
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iirr cvcr')r choice of sca,lars{or}rao.

Combinatorial rnethods were ltnown for construction

,r{ ''la,r'ge" Ä(p) sets for p an even integer. It was a farnous open problem in harmonit:
lrriilvsis (going back at least to Rudin's papers in 1960) whether there is e.g. a Ä(3) set
u'hich is not already a Ä(a) set. By using hard analytic and deep probabilistic arguments,
Bourgain solved this problem. He produced for every infinite group G, every p ) 2, and
(:)\'cf),'e> 0 a subset of the dual of G whichis a A(p) set but not a ^(p+e)

set. His proof

u'r>r'ksin the setting of general orthonormal series and this led him to settle several n'ell
lirron'r] open problems of the Russian school on orthogonal series. Bourgain's rrrain pi:l,Pel
orr this subject is: "Bounded orthogonal systems and the Ao - set problem", Acta \4ath.
( D.irrlslrolnr) 162 (1989), 227 245.
3. The following was a well known open problem in harmonic analysis in R2 related to
rliflcrentiability theory. Let f be a continuous function on the plane. Let F be the follorvirrg
"rnaxirnal" function. f'(r)

is the rnaximum of the average values of .f with respect to circles

t'c:ltcrecl 2f :tl (the maxirnurn is of course with respect to the raclius). Is there a. u'ay t<i
cst,irnate thc "size" of F(r)

by that of f?

In dimensions n > 2 it was knorvn that llrc:

iuls\\,er is positive since 12 estimates rvere available. It was also knowu that in -R2 thc
casv to handle -L2 estimates fail. Bourgain solved this problem by proving -to estirnates
tor' 7r ( 2 using a very delicate geometric argument (rvhich naturally

works also for Inore

r:ornplicated situations than that of the circle). His result solved (negatively) in particulal
thc follou'ing probiem which rvas well known in the theory of fractal sets. Does there exist
;r ,sut of circlcs in -R2 so that the union of the circles has measure 0 r,vhile the set of the
('crltc'rshas positive rneasure? Bourgain's main paper on this subject is: "Averages in thr,r
plane ovel'convex curves and maximal operators", J. d'Analyse 47(1986), 69 85.
4. In most surveys or problem sets in harmonic analysis a prominent role is playecl
ln. problems on oscillatory integrals and in particular high dimensional Bochner Riesz
rnultipliers due to Hörmander, Fefferman, Stein and others (see e.g. Stein's paper': Somc
lrlolrk:rns in hannonic analysis, Proc. S)'mposia A.M.S. vol 35, 1979). The onlr' kttort'tt
lrositive results for J?",n ) 2, r'vere12 estimates and what follows from them by irrterpolzrl,icrrr.In a major breakthrough Bourgain obtained recently results which went beyond L2
cstirnates in a paper entitled "Lp - estimates for oscillatory integrals in several variables"

Gr:onr. and Funct. Arral. 1 (1991), 32I-374. This paper contains the first new definitive
lt:snlt irr this direction (rvhich is of importance also in P.D.E.) in 20 years. It gives the
best possibleresult for a certain range of p's (dependingon the dimension) though not for
irll p. The proof dependsamong other things on new structural results on Kakeya sets in
Ä." for rr.) J.

